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The effects of 1778 contact between Westerners
and Hawaii
• A lot has been written about sex in the pre-contact Hawaiian culture
and the clash between mores of the native community and the
outsiders who began arriving in the wake of Captain Cook. Westerns
saw Hawaiians as morally lax; tolerating promiscuity and
homosexuality.
• Hawaiians blamed Westerners for bringing syphilis, gonorrhea, and
prostitution to their islands; all of which first appeared shortly after
contact. These and other diseases initiated by contact devastated the
Hawaiian people.

The Public Health Response to Prostitution
Prostitution had arisen in Hawaii as sailors visited the islands. During
the first decades of the 19th century laws were passed, but the
situation continued.
• The Hawaiian government turned to legalized, regulated prostitution
as a way of containing venereal diseases in 1860. The 1860 law
allowed women to work as prostitutes within a regulated system.

“Oriental Vice”
• Later in the 19th century a new racial group, the Japanese, (and to a lesser extant Asians in
general) had become the source of evil in the eyes of moralists.
• The sharp decline in the population of native Hawaiians coupled with the increased demand for
labor lead Hawaii’s leaders to encourage a large immigration from Asia. This was a gender
unbalanced migration. Single Japanese women were outnumbered by single men by as much as
100 to 1.

Iwilei
• A system of brothels run by Japanese, staffed by Japanese women, and serving Japanese men
grew up in Iwilei.
• The concept that women were being forced into prostitution as a form of slavery became a large
part of the narrative at this point.
• In 1917 the government act to suppressed the Iwilei brothels.
• However, quasi-legal, or de-facto legal prostitution remained in the state until September of 1944.

Shall the Citizens of Hawaii Tolerate Iwilei

• Moral arguments against the legal brothels were continuing. A famous sermon by
Albert Cory from 1901 details the objections. It also includes a useful appendix of
Hawaii laws of the day.
• The regulation of prostitutes included registration with the sheriff of Honolulu,
with a thirty day jail term for failure to do so. They would be required to have
regular health checks and would be treated for disease for free.
• Other laws included a loosely worded statute against procuring, a general law
against fornication, and references under laws for common nuisance.
• Rev. Cory argued that public health was not improved by this system.

Defacto legalization in the 30’s and 40’s
• There was a new demand arising after Hawaii was annexed as the US military
began to use Oahu for bases. The navel presence as Pearl Harbor became a
source of revenue for local business and a source of demand for available
women.
• In 1932 the military authorities established a regulated brothel system in areas of
Chinatown in downtown Honolulu. In 1934 they turned over the regulatory
authority to local law enforcement.
• The women working in these places came from various backgrounds, but were
white women, often from the continent.

The way of the business
• Recruiting, auditioning.
• Deported for cause
• How did they work, the rooms, the health checks, the treatments, the
money, etc.
• HPD’s regulations. See your handout.

Love to you all!!!!!

Whores at War
• December 7th, 1941. Supporting the wounded.
• Reactions
• Strike. Sorry no pictures!

Jean O’Hara

Thanks for the stories
• Jean O’Hara is a great source for these times.

The Black Cat sailor line

Closing the brothels and the aftermath
• The story in Time Magazine embarrassed community leaders
• Efforts to undermine military support for the brothels was always
bubbling up.
• September of 1944 closure.
• Apologetic report in 1946

After the war
• Chinatown remained a vice district for many years before efforts to
“revitalize”, redevelop it and gentrify it began to create neighborhood
conflicts in the 1970’s
• A “transgender” sex worker population began to become evident in
the 1960’s. The famous Glade was a center of this. The girls called
themselves “queens”.
• Prince Hanalei.
• The button.
• The military continued to go to Chinatown for many years.

Prince Hanalei

The new law of the 1970’s
• A major revision in the law to clarify things. The legislature looked at evidence of harms in a more
or less neutral way. Although they had trouble finding any harm that would be addressed by the
laws they passed it anyway for purely political reasons.
• The comments to the law indicated a lack of rationale i.e “The legislature found that prostitution
laws do not aid in the prevention of disease, the protection of young girls from exploitation, or
keeping the profits from financing other more sinister activities. They stated that exploitation
could be dealt with soley in terms of coercion, and legalization would be more effective in cutting
the ties between prostitution and the criminal underworld. “
• This was a time in which the move was towards a more liberal approach. Yet the legislature based
its decision to pass the current criminal prostitution law on what they described as “public
demand—a widespread community attitude which the penal law must take into account
regardless of the questionable rationales upon which it is based.”

Tourism

• From the 1960’s on tourism became an incingreasely important part of Hawaii’s economy. As with
sailors, immigrants, and other groups of the past this created a new demand for sexual services.
Now Waikiki would become a major area of prostitution and new anti-prostitution efforts
generated by fears it was bad for tourism and neighborhoods became prominent.
• In 1994 Honolulu Mayor Jeremy Harris began efforts to get penalties for prostitution increased.
He wanted to make the penalty for soliciting six months in jail. He proposed building a series of
low cost detention centers so as not to worsen overcrowding in Hawaii’s jails. In one swop he
believed this would help revitalize Chinatown and repair our image in Waikiki as a “family
oriented visitor destination”.
• The news media piled on about this harm to Hawaii, although the few stories that appeared with
interviews of people on the Waikiki streets, did not indicate a problem at all.

The birth of the rescue industry
• Harris’ efforts to change the law passed, but in 1995 new approach to attacking prostitution
began with Sisters Offering Support. This was the first of what has come to known as rescue
organizations. They are set up to help prostitutes escape from vicious pimps and return to the
square world.
• This was the first social service agency that opposed ending criminal prostitution laws. Since their
advent several anti-prostitution “rescue” organizations have come and gone. Many of them are
staffed by honest, dedicated people. Getting a clear, fact and solution based approach to the
problems incident to sex work has become very difficult. Too many of these rescue oriented
people are highly problematic Harm reductionists seek to work with honest people to solve
problems. It is the hope of this conference that that goal will be advanced.
• The Federal Government has undermined efforts to work together to find solutions, by using their
funding powers to defund organizations that tolerate prostitution. In 2001 after false reports by
the US State Department about an enormous human trafficking problem in the United States the
Bush Administration put out the first $300 million dollars to fight the stated problem. The money
has been used as a control of dialogue, with the feds un-funding organizations and academics
who did not agree to their narrow political agenda. As a result millions of Americans have come
to dubious conclusions about sex work and sex trafficking. For agencies wishing to solve
problems based on good understanding and evidence things have become difficult.

